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YouTube Disney Silly Symphony  
Skeleton Dance Link

MD 2008 The Skeleton Dance (3 minutes play)
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Parts that Bend (song)Parts that Bend (song)Parts that Bend (song)Parts that Bend (song)

Skeletons by Jack Skeletons by Jack Skeletons by Jack Skeletons by Jack PrelutskyPrelutskyPrelutskyPrelutsky

Being a skeleton isn’t easyBeing a skeleton isn’t easyBeing a skeleton isn’t easyBeing a skeleton isn’t easy

Bones in my fingersBones in my fingersBones in my fingersBones in my fingers

Bones, bones… (song)Bones, bones… (song)Bones, bones… (song)Bones, bones… (song)

XXXX----ray by Joan Hortonray by Joan Hortonray by Joan Hortonray by Joan Horton

Dem Bones (Song)Dem Bones (Song)Dem Bones (Song)Dem Bones (Song)

Scary SkeletonScary SkeletonScary SkeletonScary Skeleton

Info & LinksInfo & LinksInfo & LinksInfo & Links

My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,

Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.

Elbow, wrist and hand, Elbow, wrist and hand, Elbow, wrist and hand, Elbow, wrist and hand, 

Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,

Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,

And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.
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ide My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,

Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.

Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,

Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,

Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,Knee, ankle, heel and foot,

And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.Sam
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My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,

Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.

Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,

Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,

Neck, spine, pelvis, hipsNeck, spine, pelvis, hipsNeck, spine, pelvis, hipsNeck, spine, pelvis, hips, , , , 

And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.
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My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,My arms have parts that bend and move,
Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.
Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand,Elbow, wrist and hand, (x3)(x3)(x3)(x3)
And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.

My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,My legs have parts that bend and move,
Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.
Knee, ankle, heel, foot,Knee, ankle, heel, foot,Knee, ankle, heel, foot,Knee, ankle, heel, foot, (x3)(x3)(x3)(x3)
And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.And this is how I move them.

My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,My trunk has parts that bend and move,
Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.Every time I use them.
Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips,Neck, spine, pelvis, hips, (x3)(x3)(x3)(x3)

And this is how I move themAnd this is how I move themAnd this is how I move themAnd this is how I move them....
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The skeletons are out tonight,The skeletons are out tonight,The skeletons are out tonight,The skeletons are out tonight,

They march about the streetThey march about the streetThey march about the streetThey march about the street

With bony bodies, bony headsWith bony bodies, bony headsWith bony bodies, bony headsWith bony bodies, bony heads

And bony hands and feet.And bony hands and feet.And bony hands and feet.And bony hands and feet.

BonyBonyBonyBony bonybonybonybony bonybonybonybony bonesbonesbonesbones

With nothing in betweenWith nothing in betweenWith nothing in betweenWith nothing in between

Up and down and all aroundUp and down and all aroundUp and down and all aroundUp and down and all around

They march on Halloween.They march on Halloween.They march on Halloween.They march on Halloween.

by Jackby Jackby Jackby Jack PrelutskyPrelutskyPrelutskyPrelutsky
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Being a skeleton isn't so easyBeing a skeleton isn't so easyBeing a skeleton isn't so easyBeing a skeleton isn't so easy
When wintertime comesWhen wintertime comesWhen wintertime comesWhen wintertime comes

And the weather gets freezy.And the weather gets freezy.And the weather gets freezy.And the weather gets freezy.
It shivers my bonesIt shivers my bonesIt shivers my bonesIt shivers my bones

From my front to my back:From my front to my back:From my front to my back:From my front to my back:
I shake and I rattle,I shake and I rattle,I shake and I rattle,I shake and I rattle,
Click, clicketyClick, clicketyClick, clicketyClick, clickety----clack.clack.clack.clack.

Click, clicketyClick, clicketyClick, clicketyClick, clickety----clack,clack,clack,clack,
Clack, clacketyClack, clacketyClack, clacketyClack, clackety----click,click,click,click,

Somebody throw me an overcoat Somebody throw me an overcoat Somebody throw me an overcoat Somebody throw me an overcoat ------------
Quick! Quick! Quick! Quick! 
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There are bones in my fingers,There are bones in my fingers,There are bones in my fingers,There are bones in my fingers,

There are bones in my toes.There are bones in my toes.There are bones in my toes.There are bones in my toes.

When I feel my face,When I feel my face,When I feel my face,When I feel my face,

I feel bones in my nose.I feel bones in my nose.I feel bones in my nose.I feel bones in my nose.

Fish have bones,Fish have bones,Fish have bones,Fish have bones,

So do pelicans.So do pelicans.So do pelicans.So do pelicans.

And when we put our bones together,And when we put our bones together,And when we put our bones together,And when we put our bones together,

They make skeletons!They make skeletons!They make skeletons!They make skeletons!
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But But But But whywhywhywhy do you do you do you do you 
have a skeleton have a skeleton have a skeleton have a skeleton 

inside you?inside you?inside you?inside you? Did you 
swallow 

it?
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Your skeleton is like a 
frame for your body. 
It gives your body 
shape and support. 

It helps you stand up 
straight and tall but it 

also protects your 
insides!
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Oh, give me some bones
That are sturdy as stones,
That connect from my head to my toes.
My bones help me out,
Help my body about,
They protect it wherever it goes!

ChorusChorusChorusChorus: : : : Bones, bones hard and strong,
All connected so nothing goes wrong.
My bones help me out,
Help my body about,
Bones protect me as I go along!
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The bones in my spine
Help me stand up just fine,
While the bones in my ribs guard my heart.
The bones in my hips
Let me sit or do dips.
Without bones, I would just fall apart!

ChorusChorusChorusChorus: : : : Bones, bones hard and strong,
All connected so nothing goes wrong.
My bones help me out,
Help my body about,
Bones protect me as I go along!
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Oh, give me some bones
That are sturdy as stones,
That connect from my head to my toes.
My bones help me out,
Help my body about,
They protect it wherever it goes!

ChorusChorusChorusChorus: : : : Bones, bones hard and strong,
All connected so nothing goes wrong.
My bones help me out,My bones help me out,My bones help me out,My bones help me out,
Help my body about,Help my body about,Help my body about,Help my body about,
Bones protect me as I go along!Bones protect me as I go along!Bones protect me as I go along!Bones protect me as I go along!
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“This is your x“This is your x“This is your x“This is your x----ray,”ray,”ray,”ray,”

Said young Doctor Jones.Said young Doctor Jones.Said young Doctor Jones.Said young Doctor Jones.

As he held up a pictureAs he held up a pictureAs he held up a pictureAs he held up a picture

And showed me my bones.And showed me my bones.And showed me my bones.And showed me my bones.

XXXX----RayRayRayRay by Joan Horton 

My eyes opened wideMy eyes opened wideMy eyes opened wideMy eyes opened wide

At this curious sight...At this curious sight...At this curious sight...At this curious sight...

It looks like I’m readyIt looks like I’m readyIt looks like I’m readyIt looks like I’m ready

For Halloween night!For Halloween night!For Halloween night!For Halloween night!Sam
ple
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Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem ---- dry bones dry bones dry bones dry bones 
Dem bones, dem bones Dem bones, dem bones Dem bones, dem bones Dem bones, dem bones demdemdemdem ---- dry bones dry bones dry bones dry bones 
Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem ---- dry bonesdry bonesdry bonesdry bones
Oh here come the skeleton bones.Oh here come the skeleton bones.Oh here come the skeleton bones.Oh here come the skeleton bones.

Your shoulder bone’sshoulder bone’sshoulder bone’sshoulder bone’s connected to your neck boneneck boneneck boneneck bone, 
Your neck bone’sneck bone’sneck bone’sneck bone’s connected to your head bonehead bonehead bonehead bone,
Your head bone’shead bone’shead bone’shead bone’s connected to you skull boneskull boneskull boneskull bone

Oh here are the skeleton bones.Oh here are the skeleton bones.Oh here are the skeleton bones.Oh here are the skeleton bones.
(repeat from                        )
Then repeat Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem Dem bones, dem bones dem ---- dry bones X2dry bones X2dry bones X2dry bones X2

DEM BONESDEM BONESDEM BONESDEM BONES

Click to start 
my music

Your toe bone’stoe bone’stoe bone’stoe bone’s connected to your foot bonefoot bonefoot bonefoot bone, 
Your foot bone’sfoot bone’sfoot bone’sfoot bone’s connected to your ankle boneankle boneankle boneankle bone, 

Your ankle bone’sankle bone’sankle bone’sankle bone’s connected to your shin boneshin boneshin boneshin bone, 
Your shin bone’sshin bone’sshin bone’sshin bone’s connected to your knee boneknee boneknee boneknee bone, 

Your knee bone’sknee bone’sknee bone’sknee bone’s connected to your thigh bonethigh bonethigh bonethigh bone, 
Your thigh bone’sthigh bone’sthigh bone’sthigh bone’s connected to your hip bonehip bonehip bonehip bone, 

Your hip bone’ship bone’ship bone’ship bone’s connected to your back boneback boneback boneback bone, 
Your back bone’sback bone’sback bone’sback bone’s connected to your shoulder boneshoulder boneshoulder boneshoulder bone,

Oh here are the skeleton bones. Oh here are the skeleton bones. Oh here are the skeleton bones. Oh here are the skeleton bones. 
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The Scary SkeletonThe Scary SkeletonThe Scary SkeletonThe Scary Skeleton

I'm a scary skeleton

And I look just like you

I sleep and walk, I laugh and talk

And move my body too

My head is on my shoulders

My neck's between the two

I've got two eyes, a mouth, a nose

And two ears just like you.

I'm a skeleton, I am your friend, you see

I live inside you, so don't be scared of me!
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I've got a bony body

As everybody knows

Two bony legs, two bony feet

And ten small bony toes

I've got two big bony knees

To help me sit or stand

Five bony little fingers

Are on each big bony hand

I'm a skeleton, I am your friend, you see

I live inside you, so don't be scared of me!

I'm a skeleton, I am your friend, you see

I live inside you, so don't be scared of me!

Dave Holmes
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SkullSkullSkullSkull
-- Made of upper skull (cranium-8 plates) and jaw bone
-- Protects the brain, eyes, ears, and nose
-- Connected to the top of the spine

SpineSpineSpineSpine
-- 33 linked bones (vertebrate) that get larger as they go 
down
-- separated by disks of cartilage (shock absorbers)
-- helps to keep you upright
-- tunnel runs down middle (spinal cord-sends messages 
from brain to body)

Rib CageRib CageRib CageRib Cage
-- 12 pairs of ribs; two pairs are "floating"
-- back-link to vertebrae
-- front-link to sternum (all but 2 pairs of "floating ribs")
-- protects heart, lungs, and other internal organs

Arms & HandsArms & HandsArms & HandsArms & Hands
-- clavicle, shoulder blade
-- upper arm (humerus)
-- lower arm (radius, ulna-longer) 
-- 27 bones in wrist and hands (carpals, metacarpals, 
phalanges)

PelvisPelvisPelvisPelvis
-- made of 5 fused vertebrae and hip bones

LegsLegsLegsLegs
-- connected to pelvis
-- upper leg (femur)
-- kneecap (patella)
-- lower leg (tibia-shinbone, fibula)
-- 26 bones in the feet (tarsals, metatarsals, phalanges)

FunctionFunctionFunctionFunction
-- Framework for all kinds of muscles and organs
-- Provide a firm surface for muscles to attach to
-- Protection for internal organs
-- Factory and storehouse for blood and minerals

British CouncilBritish CouncilBritish CouncilBritish Council song link 
Cut out skeleton Link
Matching game link

Wireframe Skeleton Game Link

www.ks1resources.co.uk


